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SUMMARY

Mutational processes giving rise to lung adenocarci-
nomas (LADCs) in non-smokers remain elusive. We
analyzed 138 LADC whole genomes, including 83
cases with minimal contribution of smoking-associ-
ated mutational signature. Genomic rearrangements
were not correlated with smoking-associated muta-
tions and frequently served as driver events of
smoking-signature-low LADCs. Complex genomic
rearrangements, including chromothripsis and chro-
moplexy, generated 74% of known fusion onco-
genes, including EML4-ALK, CD74-ROS1, and
KIF5B-RET. Unlike other collateral rearrangements,
these fusion-oncogene-associated rearrangements
were frequently copy-number-balanced, represent-
ing a genomic signature of early oncogenesis. Anal-
ysis of mutation timing revealed that fusions and
point mutations of canonical oncogenes were often
acquired in the early decades of life. During a long
latency, cancer-related genes were disrupted or
amplified by complex rearrangements. The genomic
landscape was different between subgroups—
EGFR-mutant LADCs had frequent whole-genome
duplications with p53 mutations, whereas fusion-
oncogene-driven LADCs had frequent SETD2 muta-
tions. Our study highlights LADC oncogenesis driven
by endogenous mutational processes.
INTRODUCTION

Lung adenocarcinoma (LADC) is the most common type of lung

cancer, which is the leading cause of cancer-related death
1842 Cell 177, 1842–1857, June 13, 2019 ª 2019 Elsevier Inc.
worldwide (Herbst et al., 2018). A large proportion of LADCs

are attributed to chronic tobacco smoking. By generating

genome-wide base substitutions that often target cancer-related

genes (e.g., KRAS and TP53) and inducing global epigenetic

modifications in the airway epithelial cells, tobacco smoking

directly causes LADCs (Alexandrov et al., 2013; Vaz et al.,

2017). In contrast, about 25% of lung cancers develop in individ-

uals who have not been smoking, and most of them are LADCs

(Sun et al., 2007). LADCs of non-smokers have been associated

with female sex and Asian ethnicity. Although studies have

postulated various environmental factors—including second-

hand smoke, radon, air pollution, household coal use, and

occupational carcinogens (Sun et al., 2007)—the etiology and

oncogenesis of LADCs in non-smokers are still enigmatic.

LADCs of non-smokers present frequent genetic alterations

activating several oncogenes, e.g., point mutations in EGFR

(20%�50% of LADCs) and gene fusions involving ALK,

ROS1, and RET (>10% of all LADCs) (Herbst et al., 2018).

Previous studies confirmed transforming and tumorigenic activ-

ities of these oncogene alterations in experimental models

(Jackson et al., 2001; Ji et al., 2006; Soda et al., 2007), and

the tumors were dependent on downstream signaling of these

oncogenes for their growth and survival. Pharmacologic

inhibition of corresponding kinases in patients with LADCs

harboring these oncogene alterations has revolutionized treat-

ment in advanced stages (Mok et al., 2009; Shaw et al.,

2013a, 2014). All these findings point to the central role of these

oncogene alterations in LADCs of non-smokers. However,

the mutational processes generating these oncogenic alter-

ations and the timing of their acquisition have not been fully

characterized.

Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) provides a unique oppor-

tunity to explore the mutational processes operating in cancer

genomes. Genome-wide patterns of base substitutions, termed

mutational signatures, have provided insights into themutagenic

processes (Alexandrov et al., 2013), and observations of unique
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patterns of genomic structural variation have led to the discovery

of catastrophic rearrangement processes, including chromo-

thripsis (Stephens et al., 2011) and chromoplexy (Baca et al.,

2013). Furthermore, integrative analyses of point mutations

and copy-number alterations have deciphered the temporal

sequence of somatic mutations including key oncogenic

drivers in individual cancers (Mitchell et al., 2018; Gerstung

et al., 2017). Although there have been landmark studies charac-

terizing the genetic alteration landscape and evolutionary history

of LADCs (Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2014;

Jamal-Hanjani et al., 2017), they were largely based on exome

and transcriptome sequencing and putmore emphasis on smok-

ing-related LADCs.

In this study, we investigate the mutational processes oper-

ating in LADCs, with a focus on cases with minimal genomic

evidence of smoking-associated mutagenesis, especially those

driven by fusion oncogenes. Through a case-by-case character-

ization of 138 LADCs, our study deciphers the mutational pro-

cesses and the timing of complex genomic rearrangements

that lead to the development of LADCs.

RESULTS

Genome-wide Mutational Profile of Lung
Adenocarcinomas
Our study cohort is comprised of 138 LADCs (Figure 1A),

including 49 newly sequenced and 89 publicly available cases,

largely from three previous studies (Imielinski et al., 2012; Cancer

Genome Atlas Research Network, 2014; Wu et al., 2015) and

others (Table S1). All tumors were surgically resected, histologi-

cally confirmed lung adenocarcinomas, or its related histology

(pathology findings of newly sequenced cases are available in

Table S1). The cohort includes 39 LADCs with known fusion

oncogenes. Twenty-eight of these are newly sequenced sam-

ples, in which a fusion oncogene was detected in a screening

of 350 surgically resected, treatment-naive LADCs (Figure S1A;

STAR Methods).

We analyzed whole-genome sequences of 138 LADCs in a

unified pipeline (median sequencing coverages of 42X and 32X

for tumor and matched normal tissues, respectively; Table S1;

STAR Methods). In 79 out of 138 LADCs, RNA-sequencing

(RNA-seq) datasets were also combined (newly sequenced:

n = 34, publicly available: n = 45). We found high-confidence

somatic mutations including 4,136,995 base substitutions and

186,170 indels (STAR Methods).

In addition, we identified 21,420 high-confidence somatic

genomic rearrangements with a wide variation in quantity be-

tween tumors (median = 117, range = 3�867). A substantial frac-

tion of the rearrangements were linked with at least two other

rearrangements, indicating that they were a part of a complex

genomic rearrangement. These rearrangements were systemat-

ically clustered based on their spatial proximity (STARMethods).

We identified 893 complex rearrangement clusters accounting

for 77% (16,585 out of 21,420) of the genomic rearrangements.

Most tumors contained multiple clusters (median = 5, range =

0�32), each harboring 3 to 700 rearrangements (median = 5).

All the variant information is summarized and publicly available

online (http://genome.kaist.ac.kr).
Mutational Processes in Lung Adenocarcinomas
To characterize themutational processes generating pointmuta-

tions, we first analyzed mutational signatures for the 138 LADCs

based on the COSMIC catalog (Table S2; Alexandrov et al.,

2015). Among 131 tumors with available smoking history, the

vast majority of LADCs of clinical never-smokers (n = 58) showed

minimal contribution of mutational signature 4 (a C:G>A:T-domi-

nant signature, related to exposure to smoking carcinogen),

which was consistent with their clinical history (Figure S1B).

However, the LADCs of ever-smokers (n = 73) exhibited variable

contribution of this mutational signature to their mutational pro-

files. This variation was not fully explained by the amount of

smoking exposure (in terms of pack-years), nor by other clinical

variables (Figure S1B). Many smoker LADCs showed strong ac-

tivity of signature 4. However, about one-third of smoker LADCs

(24 of 73) displayed minor to no contribution of signature 4

despite their smoking history (median 25 pack-years; range =

1.5�80), indicating that smoking-associated mutagenesis mini-

mally contributed to their mutational history. These tumors

were largely the LADCs harboring activatingmutations or fusions

of canonical oncogenes (21 of 24), and their genomic character-

istics were highly similar to LADCs of clinical never-smokers (Fig-

ure S1C). Therefore, we usedmutational signature-based criteria

rather than clinical records in classifying the LADCs for down-

stream analysis. This classification clustered our cohort into

two groups, based on the count and the relative burden of signa-

ture 4mutations (by k-means clustering; Figure 1B): 55 signature

4-high (S4-high) and 83 signature 4-low (S4-low) LADCs (Figures

1B–1D; STAR Methods).

S4-high LADCs were associated with older age of diagnosis

(65 versus 58 years, p = 0.0003, Student’s t test), had a higher

proportion of male patients (72% versus 37%, p < 0.0001,

Fisher’s exact test), carried more mutations in KRAS (n = 18

versus 4), and showed a base substitution burden >10 times

greater than S4-low LADCs (24.01/Mbp versus 1.89/Mbp,

p < 0.0001). Number of indels (r = 0.83, p < 0.0001) was strongly

correlatedwith the number of signature 4mutations (Figure S1D),

indicating that this could be a part of the smoking-related muta-

tional signature.

S4-low LADCs (n = 83) included LADCs harboring activating

mutations of EGFR (n = 28), KRAS (n = 4; G12D and G12A;

both from non-C:G>A:T mutations), ERBB2 (n = 2), and MET

(n = 2; exon 14 splice site mutations), and all LADCs with

known fusion oncogenes involving ALK, ROS1, RET, and others

(n = 39) (Figure 1A). Their mutational spectra (Figure 1D) were

predominantly explained by two endogenous mutational signa-

tures: signatures 5 (median = 58%) and 1 (17%). These signa-

tures are known to have clock-like properties and have been

observed in most germline and normal somatic cells (Alexandrov

et al., 2015).

In contrast to base substitutions and indels, the number of

genomic rearrangements was not significantly different between

S4-high and -low LADCs (171 versus 145, p = 0.2665; Figure 1E).

Although the number of simple deletions was positively corre-

lated with the number of signature 4 mutations (r = 0.42,

p < 0.0001, Pearson’s correlation), no other types of simple rear-

rangements were correlated as such (Figure S1D). Furthermore,

the number of breakpoints in complex rearrangement clusters
Cell 177, 1842–1857, June 13, 2019 1843
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Figure 1. Mutational Processes of Lung Adenocarcinoma

(A) Composition of the study cohort and classification of LADCs into subgroups.

(B) K-means clustering separated the patient cohort (n = 138) into S4-high (n = 55) and S4-low (n = 83) LADCs (STAR Methods).

(C and D) Representative mutational spectra for the S4-high (C) and the S4-low (D) LADCs, calculated from the median values of fraction of mutations in

96-trinucleotide contexts.

(E) Clinical, demographic, and genomic characteristics of LADCs in this study. Complex genomic rearrangements were defined from clustering, and the

remaining rearrangement events were classified by chromosomal positions and orientations of read pairs (STAR Methods).

See also Figure S1 and Tables S1 and S2.
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Figure 2. Complex Genomic Rearrangements Generating the Fusion Oncogenes
(A) Patterns of genomic rearrangements underlying the LADC fusion oncogenes.

(B) Examples of chromothripsis generating EML4-ALK fusion oncogenes. In LU-F16 (top), many DNA fragments are lost during the reassembly process after

chromosomal shattering, and the final footprint shows a typical copy-number imbalance. In contrast, LU-FF107 (bottom) shows a copy-number-balanced

pattern. Rearrangements are described as vertical lines and connecting arcs, whose colors indicate different types of rearrangements (the colors are consistently

used throughout the manuscript). CN, copy number.

(C–E) An example of chromoplexy (C), classical chromothripsis (D), and balanced chromothripsis (E) generating the driver fusion oncogenes of LADCs. Capital

letters indicate DNA fragments and their orientations correspond to their rearranged configuration in derivative chromosome. Red dashed lines indicate DNA

double-strand breaks, and the light blue arcs indicate ligated breakpoints.

See also Figure S2.
was also uncorrelated with the burden of signature 4 mutations

(r = 0.04, p = 0.6709). Instead, the number of rearrangements

was different between the molecular subgroups (defined by

major driver oncogenes) within the S4-low LADCs: a significantly

larger burden of rearrangements in the LADCs driven by acti-

vating base substitutions or indels in canonical oncogenes

(EGFR, KRAS, ERBB2, and MET; n = 36; hereafter we refer this

group to as S4-low LADCs with oncogene mutations) compared

to the LADCs driven by fusion oncogenes (n = 39) (211 versus 87;

p = 0.0009; Figure S1E). This suggests that the rearrangement

processes are not stochastic and could be related to the biolog-

ical properties of driving oncogenes.

Although the ethnic compositions were different between

the S4-high (largely patients of European ancestry) and the

S4-low LADCs (mostly East Asian patients), we found no

meaningful difference in the genomic landscapes of the two
major ethnicities within the LADC subgroups, in considering

point mutation burden, rearrangements, and copy-number vari-

ations (Figure S1F).

Complex Genomic Rearrangements Generating the
Fusion Oncogenes
We next focused on the driver fusion oncogene-generating rear-

rangements (FORs) in 39 S4-low LADCs with fusion oncogenes

(one in each). Robust in-frame transcription of these fusion onco-

genes was confirmed by RNA-seq analysis in all available cases

(n = 26; Figure S2A). In 10 LADCs (26%), the FORs were simple

rearrangements (Figures 2A and S2B): large deletions (n = 2;

SFTPB-ALK and EZR-ROS1), reciprocal inversions (n = 5;

EML4-ALK, KIF5B-RET, and CCDC6-RET) and reciprocal trans-

locations (n = 3; CD74-ROS1 and CCDC6-ROS1). In contrast, in

29 LADCs (74%), FORs were complex (Figures 2A and 2B),
Cell 177, 1842–1857, June 13, 2019 1845



involving a median of 20 rearrangement breakpoints (range =

4�281). We classified these 29 complex FORs into several

groups by integrating various genomic features including copy

number and breakpoint microhomology (Table S3). The FORs

were also manually reconstructed to infer the structure of deriv-

ative chromosomes (Figure S2C; STAR Methods).

Among the 29 complex FORs, five had multiple breakpoints

dispersed in more than two chromosomes, forming a closed

chain pattern, as expected for chromoplexy (Figures 2C and

S2C; Baca et al., 2013). Chromoplexy has been described as a

source of fusion oncogenes in prostate cancers (Baca et al.,

2013), NUT midline carcinomas (Lee et al., 2017b), and Ewing

sarcomas (Anderson et al., 2018). Except for occasional imbal-

ance due to deletion bridges and secondary amplification events

(LU-F6), copy-number profiles in chromoplexy-related FORs

were mostly balanced.

We also observed 3 LADCs whose fusion oncogenes were

generated by classical chromothripsis (Figure 2D), a mutational

process involving catastrophic chromosomal shattering fol-

lowed by stochastic rejoining of the DNA segments (Stephens

et al., 2011). These 3 FORs exhibited the typical features of chro-

mothripsis: (1) a large number of clustered breakpoints (n = 144,

48, and 22); (2) even contributions of deletion-, tandem duplica-

tion-, head-to-head, and tail-to-tail inversion-type rearrange-

ments; and (3) copy-number oscillation between two states

(Figure 2B, top). Previously, chromothripsis was found to play

a role in promoting oncogenesis by disrupting tumor suppressor

genes or by amplifying oncogenes through double minutes

(Zhang et al., 2015). Our analysis further supports its direct onco-

genic role.

Interestingly, the largest proportion of complex FORs (31%; 9

out of 29 complex FORs) shared the features of both chromo-

plexy and chromothripsis. They were typically limited to one or

two chromosomes with clustered breakpoints, similar to a

classical chromothripsis event. However, their copy-number

profile was predominantly balanced (Figure 2B, bottom), as

seen in chromoplexy. This indicates that most of the DNA frag-

ments were preserved and reassembled after a catastrophic

chromosomal shattering (Figure 2E). This unique pattern of

complex FORs, herein referred to as balanced chromothripsis,

typically involved a smaller number of rearrangement break-

points compared to classical chromothripsis (median [range];

20 [14�59] versus 48 [22�144]), and the number was more

similar to that of chromoplexy (20 [10�27]). Most breakpoints

included microdeletions with short (1�3 bp) or no microhomolo-

gies, or had microduplications, implying that the DNA double-

strand breaks were repaired by non-homologous end-joining

(NHEJ; for microdeletions) or synthesis-dependent end-joining

(for microduplications), where DNA synthesis by homologous

recombination is followedby end-joining processes (FigureS2B).

To the best of our knowledge, these copy-number-preserving

chromothripsis patterns have been reported in germline samples

(Kloosterman et al., 2011; Chiang et al., 2012; Redin et al., 2017)

but not in cancer samples.

Complex FORs Involving Secondary Rearrangements
In five other cases, the FOR clusters exhibited copy-number

oscillations that were typical for chromothripsis but involved
1846 Cell 177, 1842–1857, June 13, 2019
multiple chromosomes (R3). Through careful reconstruction of

the complex FORs, we found that at least three of these events

were explained by secondary complex rearrangements superim-

posed on the fusion oncogene-generating chromoplexy. For

example, in LU-89, chromoplexy generated the ATP1B1-NRG1

fusion oncogene in a derivative chromosome with two centro-

meres (dicentric chromosome) (Figure 3A). The two centromeres

would then be pulled to opposite poles in the subsequent

mitosis, forming an anaphase chromatin bridge. This would

result in a rupture of the nuclear envelope and exposure of the

DNA to cytoplasmic nucleases, triggering a secondary chromo-

thripsis (Maciejowski et al., 2015). Two other FORs harboring

CD74-ROS1 in LU-FF58 and LU-SC126 were also explained

by the same type of chromoplexy-induced chromothripsis (Fig-

ure S3A). In these cases (LU-89, LU-FF58, and LU-SC126), the

primary chromoplexy chains involved at least 4, 2, and 9 genes,

and their secondary chromothripsis events transected 8, 6, and

58 genes, respectively, including cancer-related genes such as

ARID1B and PARK2. Theoretically, a large chromoplexy event

could produce a dicentric chromosome involving multiple chro-

mosomal segments (as suggested in LU-SC126 in Figure S3A),

or even multiple dicentric derivative chromosomes and acentric

segments. In this scenario, secondary rearrangement bursts

could be triggered over extensive genomic regions and thus

could have a large functional impact.

In one case (LU-F13), a highly amplified AXL-MBIP fusion

oncogene was observed in a large (>15 Mbp) amplicon (Fig-

ure 3B). Overexpression of the fusion oncogene was confirmed

in our reanalysis of RNA-seq from the same tumor (Seo et al.,

2012). Six rearrangement breakpoints in chromosomes 14 and

19 were co-amplified with the amplicon, representing the ances-

tral structure of double minutes. Numerous other rearrange-

ments in the amplicon were supported by smaller numbers of

reads, indicating that those rearrangements were accumulated

through or after the amplification cycles (Turner et al., 2017).

This amplicon was inserted into the pericentromeric region of

chromosome 21 (Figure 3B). Interestingly, very few base substi-

tutions were co-amplified with the AXL-MBIP fusion, which

implies that the fusion oncogene was acquired early in the muta-

tional history of the cancer cell (described later in more detail).

In 6 LADCs, the complex FORs involved a small number of re-

arrangements (4�12 breakpoints), which made it difficult to infer

their generative mechanisms (Mehine et al., 2013). One of them

(TCGA-67-6215) showed a balanced, intrachromosomal com-

plex rearrangement, while another (LU-51) exhibited segmental

losses (Figure S3B).

Taken together, diverse types of complex rearrangements un-

derlie the formation of driver fusion oncogenes in LADCs.

Although their patterns are different, they commonly involvemul-

tiple, simultaneous DNA double-strand breaks in somatic cells.

Until now, various cellular processes (chromosomal mis-segre-

gation, telomere crisis, and programmed DNA breaks at tran-

scriptional hubs, etc.) have been suggested to explain the

chromosomal catastrophe (Zhang et al., 2015; Maciejowski

et al., 2015; Haffner et al., 2010). Our findings suggest that these

cellular conditions may serve as initiating events of malignant

transformation in normal airway epithelial cells, especially in

non-smokers.
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Figure 3. Complex FORs Involving Secondary Rearrangements

(A) Schematic description of 4-way chromoplexy generating the ATP1B1-NRG1 fusion oncogene and its derivative chromosomes.

(B) A complex rearrangement generating amplified AXL-MBIP oncogene and the base substitutions residing in the amplicon (top). Dashed blue lines indicate the

average variant allele fractions in chromosomal segments. Explanation model for the observed complex rearrangement is shown (bottom). VAF, variant allele

fraction.

See also Figure S3.
Balanced DNA Copy Numbers of Fusion Oncogene
Rearrangements
In addition to the 28 complex FORs, we observed 864 complex

genomic rearrangements that did not generate the known fusion

oncogenes (referred to as collateral rearrangements [CRs]) in our

138 LADCs. We questioned whether the FORs showed distinct

genomic features compared to the CRs (Figure S4). Due to the

difficulties of inferring the generative mechanism of complex re-

arrangements with a small number of breakpoints (<10), we

limited this analysis to large complex clusters harboring 5 or

more rearrangements (n = 482; Table S3).

Most noticeably, the copy-number-balanced rearrangements

(balanced chromothripsis and chromoplexy) were nearly spe-

cific to the FORs. The complex rearrangement clusters with

a high proportion of balanced breakpoints (R0.4; STAR

Methods) comprised only 6% (31 of 482) of all complex clus-

ters, but they were strikingly enriched in FORs (13 out of 25;

odds ratio = 25.89, p < 0.0001, Fisher’s exact test) (Figure 4A).

This odds ratio increases if we include the primary chromoplexy

events in three cases of chromoplexy-induced chromothripsis

(indicated in Figure 4A). A similar pattern was also observed

among the simple rearrangements: we identified 51 balanced

reciprocal inversions and translocations in our cohort (STAR

Methods), and 8 (16%) of them were FORs, 156 times more

common than expected by chance (p < 0.0001, by exact bino-

mial test).
The complex FORs and the CRs were also distinguished by

other genomic features, consistent with distinct generative

mechanisms. For example, breakpoints with blunt-end ligation

features (indicating NHEJ) were significantly more common in

FORs than in CRs (odds ratio = 1.269; p = 0.0081), whereas mi-

crohomology or short-nucleotide insertion were less frequent in

FORs than in CRs (odds ratio = 0.788; p = 0.0074) (Figure 4B).

Moreover, the complex FORs were significantly enriched in

DNase-I-hypersensitive and early replicating regions (Figure 4C).

These contrasting genomic features between the complex

FORs and the CRs may be related to differences in selective

pressure. Because the acquisition of fusion oncogenes is

frequently the initiating event in oncogenesis (Mitelman et al.,

2007), in principle, it is likely to occur in phenotypically normal

cells. In these cells, a complex rearrangement with substantial

DNA copy-number losses would induce cell cycle arrest and

the cell would be subject to negative selection (Santaguida

et al., 2017). This may explain the overrepresentation of

balanced rearrangements including balanced chromothripsis

and chromoplexy among the FORs. The structural similarity of

complex FORs and germline complex rearrangements (Klooster-

man et al., 2011; Chiang et al., 2012; Redin et al., 2017) further

supports their common occurrence and possible selection in

normal cells. Alternatively, the overrepresentation of balanced

rearrangements could also be driven by a lower chance of

generating functional fusion genes by copy-number-imbalanced
Cell 177, 1842–1857, June 13, 2019 1847
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Figure 4. Genomic Features of FORs and CRs

(A) Classification of 482 complex genomic rearrangement clusters in 138 LADCs. The colored circles indicate the FORs, and the gray circles indicate theCRs. Size

of the circle corresponds to the number of involved rearrangements, and the FORs with different genomic patterns are marked with different colors. Three dark-

gray circles and related dashed arrows indicate the primary FORs and their secondary rearrangements into final footprints (colored circles). Identifiers of tumors

that are described in the main text are annotated. FOR, fusion-oncogene-generating rearrangement.

(B) Breakpoint signatures of FORs (n = 25) and CRs (n = 457). The length of microhomology and inserted segments are plotted for complex rearrangements

involving R5 rearrangements.

(C) Distribution of rearrangement breakpoints of the FORs (n = 25) and the CRs (n = 457) involving R5 rearrangement events and their relationship with three

epigenomic markers from ENCODE dataset (STAR Methods). ns, not significant; Int, intermediate; ***p < 0.000001, **p < 0.001.

See also Figure S4 and Table S3.
complex rearrangements, which are more likely to disrupt the

reading frame of genes.

Timing of Early Oncogenic Drivers in Mutational History
of LADCs
To determine the timing of the fusion oncogenes and activating

mutations in major oncogenes (EGFR, KRAS, BRAF, and MET),

we conducted mutational timing analysis by integrating

the variant allele fractions of point mutations and genomic

rearrangements and the allele-specific copy numbers. Our

approach, based on a previousmethod (Mitchell et al., 2018), es-

timates the timing of chromosomal copy-number gains or large

focal amplifications (>10 Mbp) by measuring the burden of co-

amplified somatic substitutions (mostly passengers) that were

acquired before the copy-number gains (STAR Methods; Fig-

ure S5A). For the driver mutations acquired before the copy

gain of the residing chromosomal segments (thus co-amplified

as well), this analysis indicates the latest possible timing of the

mutation or the fusion oncogene formation.

First, we assessed the temporal relationship between the

oncogene alterations (mutations and fusions) and their copy-

number amplifications in 74 informative tumors with at least

one copy gain of the oncogene locus. In these tumors, the onco-

gene mutations and fusions were all clonal events (present in

100%of cancer cells; Table S4) andweremostly acquired before

the amplifications (64 out of 74; 86%). For example, 24 out of 29

EGFR-activating mutations (those 5 were post-amplification
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events or in minor alleles), 12 out of 13 KRAS, 3 BRAF, and 2

MET splice site mutations were amplified to the maximal copy-

number states of the amplified alleles, indicating that the muta-

tions preceded the amplifications. We also confirmed that 21

out of 23 amplified fusion oncogenes predated the copy-number

gains (Figure S5B). In one (LU-78) of the two exceptional cases, a

very early whole-genome duplication (WGD) preceded or coin-

cided with the fusion oncogene formation (Figure S5C).

Next, we studied the features of pre-amplification mutations in

the genomic regions of the amplified oncogene alterations. As

expected, the pre-amplification mutations in S4-high LADCs

(n = 22) significantly outnumbered those in S4-low LADCs

(n = 45), and their local mutational spectra showed a predomi-

nant contribution of mutational signature 4 (Figure S5D). In addi-

tion, 11 out of 13 amplified driver mutations of KRAS (10 of 10)

and BRAF (1 of 3) in S4-high LADCs were from C:G>A:T base

substitutions, consistent with smoking-associated mutations

(Alexandrov et al., 2013). Altogether, we concluded that these

oncogene mutations and their amplification occurred after the

initiation of tobacco smoking in the patients’ life history. How-

ever, further quantitative estimation of amplification timing was

not possible due to the lack of clock-like features in the over-

whelming smoking-associated mutations.

In contrast, the spectra of pre-amplification mutations in S4-

low LADCs were well explained by two clock-like mutational sig-

natures 1 and 5 (Figures S5D and S5E). Using the density of

these pre-amplification mutations in 45 informative S4-low
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LADCs, we identified that the amplification of fusion oncogenes

occurred when the ancestral cell had a median of 1,218 substi-

tutions, and the oncogene mutations started to amplify with a

median of 2,255 substitutions (Figure 5A). From our dataset,

we estimated that approximately 45 base substitutions had

been accumulated per year in a set of S4-low, diploid LADCs

(n = 15; r = 0.52, p = 0.048; Figure 5B) (discussed more in detail

in STAR Methods). Because the mutational load of these tumors

is linearly correlated with the ages of diagnosis, and their muta-

tional spectra are explained by the clock-like signatures, the rate

approximates the basal base substitution rate of the origin cells

(Gerstung et al., 2017; Mitchell et al., 2018). Notably, this rate is

broadly in agreement with the mutation rates observed in human

normal tissues (Blokzijl et al., 2016; Yokoyama et al., 2019). If the

rate is more or less constant throughout a patient’s lifetime, the

1,218 mutations correspond to 27 years of age, which is almost

three decades earlier than their clinical diagnosis (median = 55

years). Of note, because these time points represent the latest

possible timing of fusion oncogenes, the actual timing of fusion

oncogene acquisition would be even earlier.

In two cases (LU-FF76 and LU-4), we were able to determine

the timing of fusion oncogene formation, because their

segmental copy-number gain was coincident with the formation

of the fusion oncogene (Figure 5A; shown with asterisks). In

these tumors, the KIF5B-RET fusions were generated by chro-

mothripsis involving multiple chromosomes after S phase

(when the sister chromatids were already synthesized) and

then were incorporated into an intact daughter cell harboring a

full biparental set of chromosomes 10 in the next mitosis (Fig-

ure 5C). To precisely analyze the amplification timing with

allele-specific copy numbers, we sequenced their genomes to

a depth of 129X (LU-FF76) and 119X (LU-4). The co-amplified

mutations in the derivative chromosome 10 indicated that the

fusion oncogenes in these two cases were formed when the

ancestral cell had accumulated �30 and �650 substitutions in

their genomes (which correspond to only 1 and 14 years of

age; Figures 5A, 5D, and S5F), which might be >40 years earlier

than the clinical diagnosis in these two cases (55 years in both

cases). This finding is reminiscent of acquisition of major onco-

genic events in adolescent years or earlier in the origin cells of

renal cell carcinomas (Mitchell et al., 2018) or in normal esopha-

geal epithelium (Yokoyama et al., 2019).

It is well known that fusion oncogene-driven LADCs develop

earlier than other types of LADCs, including those with EGFR

mutations or smoking-related LADCs (Shaw et al., 2013b). This

may reflect the different timing of the initial oncogenic driver

events such as fusion oncogenes (often in early decades of

life) or KRAS G12C mutations (after initiation of smoking), origi-

nating from different mutational processes. Furthermore, our

data also indicates a long latency period from the acquisition
(B) Correlation between the number of somatic base substitutions and diagnosis

(C) Conceptual diagram of fusion oncogene formation in LU-FF76 and LU-4. Chrom

in a copy-number gain of major allele (copy number = 2).

(D) Detailed structure of the derivative chromosome harboring KIF5B-RET in LU

specific copy-number profile (solid lines; bottom). The pre-amplified substitutions

number.

See also Figure S5 and Table S4.
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of key oncogene mutations or fusions to the diagnosis of LADCs

in S4-low LADCs. Cells harboring initial driver mutations or fu-

sions could stay quiescent for a long time before their clinical

presentation. This also implies that secondary driver events are

essential for the development of LADCs.

Complex Rearrangements Establish Additional Driver
Events
In contrast to the FORs, which were exclusively clonal and

mostly occurred before the amplification events, the timing of

complex CRs varied from early clonal events to subclonal events

(Figure S6A). To elucidate the role of complex CRs in LADC

oncogenesis, we further investigated their structure and their

relationship with cancer-related genes.

The complex CRs varied widely in their numbers of involved

rearrangement events and chromosomes and their copy-num-

ber alteration profiles (Table S3). Among them, classical chromo-

thripsis was commonly observed: about half (64 out of 138) of the

LADCs had such events (24 out of 55 in S4-high LADCs and 40

out of 68 in S4-low cases; STAR Methods). We found that those

events could be further classified based on the distribution of

breakpoints on chromosomes. For example, in 2 LADCs (LU-

F31 and TCGA-97-8171) we observed classical chromothripsis

events covering a whole chromosomal region with a large

number of breakpoints (54 and 692) and a typical copy-number

oscillation (Figure 6A). These cases would be well explained by

catastrophic DNA damage in micronuclei after chromosomal

mis-segregation (Zhang et al., 2015). In other 13 LADCs, we

found a different pattern of chromothripsis, confined to two

arms of different chromosomes, connected to each other by

interchromosomal translocations (Figure 6B). These cases could

be attributed to dicentric chromosome formation, similar to the

chromoplexy-induced chromothripsis cases in FORs (Figure 3A),

or to the telomere fusion-induced chromothripsis in previous

studies (Rausch et al., 2012a; Maciejowski et al., 2015). Among

the 64 LADCs harboring the chromothripsis CRs, the inactivation

of tumor suppressor genes by chromothripsis was observed in

16 cases, suggesting their role as a driver. Notably, in at least

22 LADCs we observed multiple, independent classical chromo-

thripsis events (Figure S6B), demonstrating that they could occur

multiple times during the evolutionary history of the origin cell. In

contrast, the coexistence of two independent balanced complex

rearrangement clusters (portion of balanced breakpoints R0.4)

was rare (only observed in BGI-WG06; Figure S6C).

In 61 LADCs, we observed highly amplified CRs involving

many breakpoints (R100) in multiple chromosomes (Figures

4A and 6C). These amplified CRs were especially common

among the S4-low LADCs with EGFR-activating mutations or

MET splice site mutations (observed in 23 cases out of 30).

The congruent high copy numbers across segments in multiple
ages in diploid LADCs without hypermutation (n = 15).

othripsis in S/G2 phase nucleus, followed by asymmetric segregation resulted

-FF76 (top) and the copy numbers of base substitutions (dots) and the allele-

are determined according to binomial probabilities (STARMethods). CN, copy
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Figure 6. Complex CRs Providing Secondary Driver Events

(A–C) Circos plots showing the typical examples of whole-chromosomal chromothripsis (A), interchromosomal chromothripsis (B), and extrachromosomal

amplification (C). Red triangles indicate the described complex rearrangements.

(D)MDM2/CDK4 co-amplification in LU-F31 exhibiting frequent replication-mediated rearrangements. Its rearrangement structure (top), intermutation distances

showing kataegis (middle), and representative regions with evidence of replication fork switching (bottom) are shown. Flows of replication forks are described

with screenshots of Integrative Genomics Viewer (solid lines, strand synthesis; dashed lines, fork jumping). Base substitutions are indicated as dots (middle) and

triangles (bottom) with the following colors: blue, C:G>A:T; black, C:G>G:C; red, C:G>T:A; gray, T:A>A:T; green, T:A>C:G; pink, T:A>G:C substitutions.

(E) Structures of rearrangements co-amplifying multiple oncogenes in LU-14 (top) and LU-SC81 (bottom).

See also Figure S6.
chromosomes indicate that extrachromosomal amplification

(e.g., double minutes, homogeneously staining region, and neo-

chromosomes) is likely the underlying structure (Turner et al.,

2017; Garsed et al., 2014; Figure 6C). As observed in the ampli-

con of AXL-MBIP (Figure 3B), these amplified CRs also had

several co-amplified breakpoints indicating their ancestral struc-

ture and numerous secondary breakpoints, which were acquired
afterward (Garsed et al., 2014; Figure 6D). In many of these CRs,

we observed local footprints with clustered rearrangements that

have frequent microhomology at the breakpoints and short

stretches of templated insertions, indicating a replication-

mediated DNA double strand break repair (Helleday et al.,

2014). Interestingly, these footprints frequently overlapped with

kataegis, strand-coordinated clustered base substitutions with
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common C>T and C>G spectra, which could occur during repli-

cation-mediated DNA repair (Sakofsky et al., 2014). Kataegis

substitutions were often co-amplified with the CRs (Figure S6D),

indicating that the replication-mediated repair processes had

been involved since the early stages of their structural evolution.

Known cancer-related genes were frequently amplified in

these CRs; the most common examples were TERT (n = 21)

and MDM2 (n = 11), which were co-amplified with other can-

cer-related genes, including CDK4. Furthermore, the amplified

CRs often contained oncogenic kinase genes (e.g., MET in LU-

14, KIT in LU-SC81, ERBB2 in BGI-WG24, etc.) that could

mediate secondary resistance to targeted inhibitors of EGFR or

ALK (Engelman et al., 2007; Katayama et al., 2012; Wilson

et al., 2015; Figure 6E). If these treatment-naive tumors were

treated with such inhibitors in an advanced clinical setting, these

amplified oncogenes may confer rapid treatment failure to tar-

geted inhibitors, which warrants clinical considerations. Overall,

these cases show that complex genomic rearrangements also

produce additional driver events after the initial oncogenic

changes.

Distinct Oncogenesis Pathways Conferred by Different
Oncogenic Drivers
To describe a full picture of secondary driver events in the

development of LADCs, we next focused on common genomic

alterations in LADC subgroups (Figure 7A). Here, we questioned

whether the different mutational processes (S4-high versus -low)

and different early driver oncogenes could lead to distinct

genomic alteration landscapes.

In general, the mutations in cancer-related genes were largely

clonal in both S4-high and -low LADCs, indicating that an effec-

tive clonal expansion started after accumulation of multiple

driver mutations (Table S4). The number of mutations in can-

cer-related genes was larger in S4-high LADCs than in S4-low

LADCs (19 versus 7, p < 0.0001, Student’s t test), as expected

from the crude mutational burden. However, the S4-high LADCs

had mutations in canonical oncogenes (e.g., KRAS, HRAS,

BRAF, and EGFR) only in about half of the cases (28 out of 55;

Figure 7A), presumably due to the non-mutational, epigenetic

activation of the MAPK pathway by smoking (Vaz et al., 2017).

Among the S4-low LADCs (n = 83), 8 cases had no known alter-

ations in major oncogenes. Of these, two cases commonly

showed a recurrent fusion gene, ERBB3-BCAR4 (Figure S7A).

In one tumor (BGI-WG18), this fusion was formed by chromo-

plexy. In the other tumor with available RNA-seq data (TCGA-

05-5429), an overexpression of corresponding fusion transcript

was verified. The chimeric protein structure in both cases fully

preserved the kinase domain of ERBB3, although its functional

role has been controversial (Jaiswal et al., 2013). BCAR4 is

also known as an oncogene, of which fusion was previously

reported in uterine cervical cancer (Cancer Genome Atlas

Research Network, 2017). Interestingly, a recent WGS analysis

of LADCs also reported CD63-BCAR4 fusion from a female,

never-smoking patient (Wang et al., 2018). The recurrent fusions

of BCAR4 with different partner genes indicate a key oncogenic

role of BCAR4, especially among the patients with LADCs with

no known alterations in major oncogenes. Overall, we estimate

that >70% of LADC cases (102 out of 138) have genetic alter-
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ations that are clinically targetable or of which selective inhibitors

are under development (Table S5) (Chakravarty et al., 2017).

The prevalence of WGD was different between the LADC sub-

groups, indicating their distinct pathways of oncogenesis (Fig-

ure 7A). WGD was common in S4-high LADCs (38 out of 55;

69%) and in S4-low LADCs with oncogene mutations (25 out

of 36; 69%). TP53mutations andMDM2 amplifications were en-

riched in these subgroups (61 out of 91; 67%, odds ratio = 5.248;

p < 0.0001), upholding the role of p53 as a functional barrier for

WGD (Aylon and Oren, 2011). In contrast, S4-low LADCs with

fusion oncogenes had less frequent WGD events (12 out of 39;

31%). In several LADCs driven by fusion oncogenes (LU-57,

LU-42, and LU-78), WGD occurred very early, when fewer than

1,000 genome-wide base substitutions were present (corre-

sponding to�22 years of age; Figure S7B). In contrast, some tu-

mors had late WGD, or sequential amplifications of different

chromosomes over time.

Frequently mutated genes were also different between the

LADC subgroups (Figure 7A). S4-high LADCs had frequent

clonal mutations in genes such as STK11, KEAP1, and

SMARCA4, but these mutations were only rarely observed in

S4-low cases. S4-low LADCs with oncogene mutations had

frequent alterations in cell cycle regulator genes (27 out of 36;

75%) including bi-allelic inactivation of CDKN2A and RB1 and

amplifications of CDK4, CDK6, and CCND1.

LADCs with fusion oncogenes had a relatively silent mutational

profile with rare TP53mutations (only 7 out of 39 cases had point

mutations or bi-allelic inactivation; 18%). Instead, they had a

frequent bi-allelic inactivation of SETD2 (n = 7; 18%, 6 of them

were clonal), indicating the gene’s role as a tumor suppressor in

this context. SETD2, a histone and microtubule methyltransfer-

ase, plays a critical role in recruiting the DNA damage repair ma-

chinery to active chromatin (Carvalho et al., 2014) and remodeling

of the mitotic spindles (Park et al., 2016). We further analyzed 56

exomes and 58 targeted sequencing panels of LADCs (STAR

Methods; Table S6) and confirmed that the SETD2 mutations

were significantly more frequent in fusion oncogene-driven

LADCs (13 out of 82), compared to those with point mutations of

oncogenes (2outof107;odds ratio=9.783,p=0.0006;Figure7B).

The enrichment of SETD2 inactivation and depletion of TP53

inactivation in fusion oncogene-driven LADCs were also consis-

tently observed in ourmeta-analysis of publicly available datasets

(n = 2,290; Table S6). In addition, bi-allelic inactivation ofPTEN by

focal deletionwasobserved in three LADCswithRET fusions (Fig-

ure S7C), which may also play an important role in this subgroup.

Lastly, we integrated the RNA-seq datasets (n = 79) to charac-

terize the immune microenvironment of LADC subgroups (Table

S7). S4-high LADCs showed a typical pro-inflammatory immune

microenvironment, involving heavy CD8+ T cell infiltrations and

polarization ofmacrophages towardM1 phenotype (Figure S7D).

This is likely associated with their high mutational burden, which

could result in greater load of neoantigens (304 versus 43,

p < 0.0001) (Figure S7E; STAR Methods), compared to S4-low

LADCs. The level of plasma cell was also higher in S4-high

LADCs, suggesting a strong antitumor antibody response in

this subgroup. We did not identify any significant difference of

infiltrating immune cells between S4-low LADCs with oncogene

mutations and fusion oncogenes.
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Figure 7. Distinct Mutational Landscape of LADC Subgroups

(A) Mutational landscape of LADCs in subgroups. Frequencies of mutations are described in percentages for each subgroup. Multiple mutations in one gene

within a tumor were counted as one. Loss of heterozygosity was not considered in this counting.

(B) Validation of SETD2 mutations in an expanded cohort.

(C) Conceptual diagrams of LADC oncogenesis.

See also Figure S7 and Tables S5, S6, and S7.
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Altogether, our analysis provides a snapshot of distinct

oncogenesis pathways of LADCs (Figure 7C). In non-smokers,

oncogenesis is initiated by activation of canonical oncogenes

and additional driver events are preferentially required to

develop LADCs.

DISCUSSION

Our analysis shows that fusion oncogenes in LADCs are

frequently generated from complex genomic rearrangement.

These are catastrophic processes that have been explained by

various errors of normal cellular physiology (Zhang et al., 2015;

Maciejowski et al., 2015). The generativemechanism for the acti-

vating substitutions or indels of EGFR and MET is not yet clear.

However, given the overwhelming prevalence of clock-likemuta-

tional signatures in the tumors with these mutations, they could

also be associated with inevitable errors of normal cellular pro-

cesses. Although we cannot exclude the possibility that these

processes could be affected by environmental factors, our find-

ings appreciate constitutive DNA damage and their illegitimate

repair as the origin of LADCs from non-smokers (Zhu et al.,

2016; Tomasetti et al., 2017). Basal rates of genomic rearrange-

ments and their modifiers in normal airway epithelial cells will

be helpful to more deeply understand LADC oncogenesis in

non-smokers.

Our evolutionary analysis indicates that initiating oncogenic

events are often acquired early in life, probably during adoles-

cent ages. Two high-depth WGS cases showed that the fusion

oncogenes could arise even before teenage years. These events

likely take place in normal cells with competent DNA damage

response. Notably, the LADCs driven by fusion oncogenes rarely

had TP53 inactivation (18%). These findings indicate that p53

inactivation is not a prerequisite for complex rearrangements

including chromothripsis. Previous studies showed that chromo-

thripsis was enriched in cancers harboring TP53 mutations

(Rausch et al., 2012a). These might be because the inactivation

of p53 would make the cancer cells permissive to chromosomal

instability, thus enabling cell survival after a chromosomal catas-

trophe like chromothripsis.

Mutations in EGFR,MET, and fusions involving ALK, ROS1, or

RET define clinically relevant patient subsets (Herbst et al.,

2018). Their different genomic alteration landscapes have clinical

implications. Prevalent WGD and aneuploidy in EGFR mutant

LADCs could partly explain their well-known adaptive resistance

to treatment leading to frequent branched evolution (Lee et al.,

2017a). Frequent SETD2 mutations in fusion oncogene-driven

LADCs may confer selective vulnerability (Pfister et al., 2015),

which warrants further investigation.
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PD-L2/B7-DC Mouse Monoclonal Antibody (176611) R&D Systems Cat# MAB1224; RRID: AB_2161995
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RNA sequencing of tumor samples This paper EGA: EGAS00001002801

Human reference genome NCBI build 37, GRCh37 1000 Genomes Project http://www.internationalgenome.org/
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WGS data from TCGA LUAD The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) dbGaP: phs000178.v9.p8

RNA sequencing files from TCGA LUAD The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov

WGS data from ‘‘Mapping the Hallmarks of Lung

Adenocarcinoma with Massively Parallel Sequencing’’
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WGS data from ‘‘Frequent alterations in cytoskeleton
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WGS data from ‘‘Genomic Landscape of Non-Small

Cell Lung Cancer in Smokers and Never-Smokers’’

Govindan et al., 2012 Available upon request to the author

WGS data from ‘‘Fusion of KIF5B and RET

transforming gene in lung adenocarcinoma revealed

from whole-genome and transcriptome sequencing’’

Ju et al., 2012 ENA: ERP001071

WGS data from ‘‘Clonal History and Genetic Predictors

of Transformation Into Small-Cell Carcinomas From

Lung Adenocarcinomas’’

Lee et al., 2017a EGA: EGAS00001001757

COSMIC Cancer Gene Census Wellcome Sanger Institute https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/census

Software and Algorithms

Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) MEM See link http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/

Samtools See link https://github.com/samtools/samtools

Sambamba See link http://lomereiter.github.io/sambamba/

Picard See link https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/

GATK See link https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/

MuTect Cibulskis et al., 2013 https://github.com/broadinstitute/mutect

Strelka Saunders et al., 2012 https://sites.google.com/site/

strelkasomaticvariantcaller/home

VarScan2 Koboldt et al., 2012 http://dkoboldt.github.io/varscan/

Delly Rausch et al., 2012b https://github.com/dellytools/delly

Sequenza Favero et al., 2015 http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/biotools/sequenza/

Battenberg Nik-Zainal et al., 2012 https://github.com/Wedge-Oxford/

battenberg

Mutalisk Lee et al., 2018 http://mutalisk.org

Annovar See link http://annovar.openbioinformatics.org/

en/latest/

STAR See link https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR
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RSEM See link https://github.com/deweylab/RSEM

OptiType See link https://github.com/FRED-2/OptiType

netMHCpan4.0 See link http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/

NetMHCpan/

CIBERSORT See link https://cibersort.stanford.edu

Filtering of structural variants from normal samples This study Data S1

Clustering of genomic rearrangements This study Data S1

Classification of complex rearrangement clusters This study Data S1

Amplification timing analysis This study Data S1

Nonamer generator script This study https://github.com/ju-lab/LungCancer_

SV_timing_analyses

Other

Integrative genomics viewer See link http://software.broadinstitute.org/

software/igv/
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Young

Seok Ju (ysju@kaist.ac.kr).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Collection of Lung Adenocarcinoma Samples
To study genetic alteration landscape of LADCs, we carried out a cancer panel-based genotyping study for early-stage LADCs.

Among 1,258 surgically resected, histologically-confirmed lung cancers that were registered to the thoracicmalignancy tissue repos-

itory of Seoul National University Hospital, 947 tumors had adenocarcinoma histology. Among them, 350 LADCswere enrolled to this

study with written informed consent (Figure S1A). We collected demographic and clinical information including age, sex, stage, and

smoking history, and pathology findings including histologic features and molecular testing results per study protocol. Two different

versions of targeted deep sequencing panels were used to detect mutations in key oncogene hotspots as well as fusion oncogenes,

based on our previous study (Seo et al., 2012). The initial version (MG-LCDx panel) targeted 17 hotspot mutations and 7 known fusion

oncogenes, and the later version (FIRST-cancer panel) probed 316 cancer-related gene mutations and 30 fusion oncogenes. Among

the 350 LADCs, 51 tumors had known fusion oncogenes. These tumors did not have any coexisting point mutations in major onco-

genes. Among the 299 tumors without known fusion oncogenes, 133 had EGFRmutations, and 56 had KRASmutations. Among the

tumors with sufficient amount of remaining fresh frozen tumor tissue and matched normal tissue specimens (n = 347), we randomly

selected tumors for whole-genome sequencing. To compare the genomic alteration landscape between the clinically relevant sub-

groups of patients, we divided our samples into three groups based on the presence of known fusion oncogenes and smoking history

(Figure S1), and selected tumors separately from these groups. A total of 53 LADCswere sequenced for their whole-genomes, and 49

were finally included in the analysis. The protocol of this study was reviewed and approved by the institutional review board of Seoul

National University Hospital (IRB No: IRB 1109-108-379 and 1805-109-947).

METHOD DETAILS

Publicly Available Datasets
We included publicly available WGS datasets to our analysis, to reach a more complete picture of genomic alterations in LADCs.

From the previous literature, we selected cases meeting our inclusion criteria: i) WGS datasets of surgically resected, and histolog-

ically-confirmed LADC cases, ii) treatment-naive tumors, iii) presence of whole-genome sequences of both tumor and paired normal

tissues, and iv) datasets generated by paired-end Illumina high-throughput sequencing. We included a total of 89 WGS datasets of

LADCs, largely from three previous studies (Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2014; Imielinski et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2015)

and others (Ju et al., 2012; Govindan et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2017a). We also analyzed published 43 exome sequencing datasets for

validation ofSETD2mutations (Wu et al., 2015). Raw sequencing data (FASTQ or BAMfiles byBWA-MEMalignment tool) were down-

loaded from public data repositories or from institutional repository. These genome sequences were processed using the same
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bioinformatics pipeline applied to the newly sequenced WGS datasets (shown below). RNA-seq FASTQ files were also downloaded

for 37 tumors from TCGA study, and were processed together with the newly generated RNA-seq files.

Pathologic Examinations
Histology of 93 surgically resected LADCs were reviewed three thoracic pathologists (S.K., Y.K.J, and D.H.C.). Of these, 44 LADCs

from outside of our LADC sequencing cohort were included for an immunemarker profiling using immunohistochemical staining. Two

pathologists (S.K., and Y.K.J.) initially examined all cases separately, and disagreed cases were discussed among three pathologists

and finally reached consensus. Tumor histologic features were described according to the 2015WHOclassification system, focusing

on predominant and associated histologic features in representative H&E sections. The degree of lymphocyte infiltration was

assessed from the H&E slides according to the recent practical guideline (Hendry et al., 2017). Immunohistochemical staining of im-

mune cell- or environment-related markers including CD3, CD8, PD-1, PD-L1, and PD-L2 was performed on 64 LADCs (including 20

of our whole-genome sequenced LADCs and 44 additional LADCs), as described in our previous study (Koh et al., 2015). Represen-

tative images of H&E tumor slides were taken under microscope, listed in Table S1, and uploaded to our study website with their

related details (http://genome.kaist.ac.kr).

High-Throughput Sequencing
Fifty-three LADCs and their matched normal samples were sequenced for their whole genomes. We also sequenced whole genome

of a LADC cell line (SNU-2612A). This cell line was established from malignant pleural effusion of patient AK55, from whom the

KIF5B�RET fusion was first discovered (Ju et al., 2012). Genomic DNA materials were extracted from fresh frozen tumor tissues

and their matched peripheral blood or normal lung tissue samples usingDNeasy Blood and Tissue kits (QIAGEN, Venlo, Netherlands).

DNA libraries for WGS were generated by a TruSeq PCR-Free Library Preparation Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA) from 1 mg of genomic

DNA materials. WGS was performed on a HiSeq X platform (Illumina) to generate a minimal read depth of 30X for both tumors and

matched normal blood samples. For seven tumors with low purity (typically less than or around 0.2) in our initial analysis, we

increased the sequencing depth to 70X with additional whole-genome sequencing. In addition, two tumors (LU-FF76 and LU-4)

were finally sequenced to a genome-wide coverage of 130X, for a more detailed timing analysis. Among the 49 LADCs, 34 had re-

maining fresh frozen tissues, which were used for RNA-seq. An mRNA sequencing library was constructed according to the TruSeq

protocol (Illumina, San Diego, CA) with 1 mg of mRNA materials, and then sequenced on a HiSeq 2500 machine with a target

throughput of 10Gb. As an independent validation of high frequency of SETD2 mutations among the LADCs driven by fusion onco-

genes, we also carried out exome sequencing of 13 LADCs with their paired normal tissues and 58 targeted sequencing of LADCs

harboring driver mutations (EGFR, KRAS, BRAF, andMET) or fusion oncogenes (ALK, RET, and ROS1), in the same manner that we

described in our previous study (Lee et al., 2017a).

Reads Alignment and Detection of Somatic Variants
The raw FASTQ files were aligned to the human reference genome (GRCh37) using BWA-MEM algorithm. The duplicated reads were

removed by Picard (available at http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard), and indel realignment and base quality score recalibration

were performed by GATK (available at https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/). Depth of coverage of each sample, including pub-

licly available WGS dataset is described in Table S1. To establish the highly sensitive somatic variant sets, we initially took the unions

of variant calls from MuTect (Cibulskis et al., 2013) and Strelka (Saunders et al., 2012) for base substitutions and Strelka (Saunders

et al., 2012) and Varscan2 (Koboldt et al., 2012) for indels. Next, we constructed a locus-specific background error matrix using all the

normal tissue WGS used in this study, and this matrix was used to further filter out the sequencing artifacts. We used Delly (Rausch

et al., 2012b) for initial somatic rearrangement calls and sequencing artifacts were filtered out using a locus-specific background

dataset established from normal samples used in this study (Data S1). Rearrangements with poor mapping quality (median

MAPQ < 40), with insufficient number of supporting reads, or those with many discordant reads in paired normal BAM files were

considered to be false positives and removed. Short-sized deletions and duplications (< 1 Kbp) without soft-clipped reads, and un-

balanced inversions (< 5 Kbp) without sufficient supporting reads (n < 5), which are mostly DNA library artifacts were also removed.

We determined accurate breakpoint positions andmicrohomology sequences using ‘‘SA tag’’ of the clipped reads. Variant allele frac-

tions of rearrangement breakpoints were calculated as the ratio between the number of concordant (supporting wild-type) and

discordant (supporting rearrangement) read pairs from BAM files. Briefly, the number of read pairs spanning the rearrangement

breakpoint in right orientation with normal insert size was defined as wild-type pairs. The number of i) discordant read pairs involving

soft-clipped read by the rearrangement breakpoint, and ii) those without soft-clipped read but of which mapped position and orien-

tation support the rearrangement event were counted as variant. After this process, we visually inspected all the rearrangements us-

ing Integrative Genomics Viewer to remove remaining false positive events and to rescue false negative events that were located

nearby the breakpoints. More detailed step-by-step instructions are available in Data S1.

Mutational Signature Analysis
We analyzed mutational signatures by linear decomposition by using Mutalisk (Lee et al., 2018). To summarize, the relative contri-

butions of mutational signatures were calculated by refitting 7 consensus mutational signatures previously identified and validated

in lung cancers (COSMIC signatures 1, 2, 4, 5, 13, 17, and 18; available at https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/signatures). All
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possible combinations of the 7mutational signatures were evaluated by non-negative least-squares function as described in our pre-

vious study (Lee et al., 2017a). Although mutational signatures 6 and 15 had been reported from lung adenocarcinoma cases with

microsatellite instability (MSI) features, we excluded these two signatures in our decomposition analysis because we identified no

tumor showing the typical mutational pattern of MSI (extreme number of indels and base substitutions). In three tumors, the muta-

tional spectra required additional signatures for optimal decomposition. Addition of signature 28 for TCGA-67-6215, and a new

signature (we used SBS37 of PCAWG signature catalog for this) for LUAD-TJW61 and LUAD-QY22Z showed significant improve-

ments of decomposed results. The 96-trinucleotide basedmutational spectra of 138 LADC cases and their mutational signature con-

tributions are available in Table S2.

Assessment of Smoking Based on Mutational Signatures
Smoking information of our 138 LADCs were collected in various manners in each study (Ju et al., 2012; Govindan et al., 2012; Lee

et al., 2017a; Wu et al., 2015; Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2014). Therefore, we simplified the clinical history of smoking

to classify the LADCs into two groups: ever-smoker and never-smoker. Since the mutational signature could provide reliable infor-

mation about tobacco smoke exposure (Alexandrov et al., 2013), we assessed the extent and the proportion of base substitutions

that were attributed to signature 4 in each case. Given that the smoking-induced mutagenesis predominantly contributes to early

mutations along with clock-like mutational signatures (signatures 1 and 5) (Jamal-Hanjani et al., 2017), we used the proportion of

signature 4 out of the sum of proportion of signatures 1, 4, and 5 as our readout. By k-means clustering (k = 2) based on the count

and the proportion of signature 4 mutations, we found that our 138 LADCs were clearly separated into two groups (55 smoking-

related and 83 smoking-unrelated LADCs). These groups well matched with their clinical history of smoking as well as the driver mu-

tation status.

Analysis of Genomic Rearrangements
Given the prevalence of complex genomic rearrangements in human cancers (Campbell et al., 2017) and their distinct mechanisms

from simple rearrangement processes (Zhang et al., 2013), we defined complex genomic rearrangements and analyzed them sepa-

rately from the simple rearrangements. To define complex rearrangement events, we clustered the rearrangements based on spatial

proximity with cut-offs at inter-breakpoint distance of < 5 Mbp. To infer their mechanisms, we systematically analyzed the genomic

features of complex rearrangement clusters. First, we classified all breakpoints into copy-number balanced and unbalanced groups.

Paired breakpoints located in tail-to-head orientation with distance % 500 bp were defined as balanced breakpoints. Second, we

assigned allele-specific absolute DNA copy numbers for each DNA segment. A DNA segment was defined as the region between

the two breakpoints aligned in head-to-tail orientation. Third, we analyzed sequence microhomology and inserted nucleotides for

each rearrangement breakpoint. Microhomologies of 2 bp or longer were considered as significant microhomology, and the blunt

end ligation included 0 or 1 bp of microhomologies. Last, we analyzed genomic and epigenomic contexts of rearrangement break-

points, including GC content, DNase I hypersensitivity sites, various histone marks, and replication timing. To do this, we used

Mutalisk (Lee et al., 2018) with ENCODE A549 lung adenocarcinoma cell line as the reference epigenome in the most analyses.

For DNA replication timing analysis, we used Repli-seq dataset from GM12878 (B lymphoblastoid cells) because the datasets

from lung adenocarcinoma lineage were not available.

To analyze the impact of complex rearrangement clusters on cancer-related genes, we analyzed the copy number variations of

involved genes. Rearrangement-related oncogene amplification was defined as the complex rearrangement cluster amplifying

oncogenes in the cluster or nearby the breakpoints (distance < 5Mbp). Here we defined the amplified genes as those whose absolute

copy number was larger by at least 5 from the median copy number of the genes in the same chromosome. Rearrangement-related

tumor suppressor gene (TSG) inactivation was defined as with a TSG transected by the rearrangement breakpoints. We regarded

a TSG as homozygously deleted when the absolute copy number of the gene and its surrounding 100-Kbp genomic segment

was 0.7 or less. The oncogenes and the TSGs were defined by Cancer Gene Census (COSMIC v84; available at https://cancer.

sanger.ac.uk/census). We also analyzed kataegis (clustered base substitutions) in the vicinity of rearrangement breakpoints (break-

point position ± 1 Kbp). Kataegis was defined as 3 or more clustered base substitutions within 1 Kbp.

Classification of Complex Genomic Rearrangements
Two co-first authors (J.J.-K.L. and S.P.) independently performed amanual curation of driver oncogene rearrangements in 39 LADCs

with fusion oncogenes. Reconstruction was started from the breakpoints at the oncogenes (e.g., ALK, ROS1, and RET) or from their

fusion partner genes (e.g., EML4, CD74, and KIF5B). Discordant read pairs and soft-clipped reads were used to reconstruct the

whole structure of the complex rearrangements. Then, the results were compared with the output of Delly analysis to supplement

the rearrangement structure. The final reconstructed maps of 39 oncogene rearrangements were cross-checked by two co-first au-

thors and the consensus structures were finally generated with a corresponding author of this study (Y.S.J.). Based on the final struc-

tures of oncogene rearrangements and their copy number profile, we tried to classify them based on the known criteria of complex

genomic rearrangements. We followed the definition of chromothripsis in the initial study (Stephens et al., 2011), referring to localized

complex rearrangements exhibiting copy number oscillation between two or three states, and chromoplexy was defined as chains of
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reciprocal rearrangements involving multiple chromosomes, as commonly described in the initial study (Baca et al., 2013) and a re-

view (Zhang et al., 2013). We also identified a group of rearrangements with chains of reciprocal rearrangements but not involving

multiple (> 2) chromosomes, and called them as balanced chromothripsis. For 7 complex oncogene rearrangements, we could

not classify their pattern because they were comprised of small number of rearrangements. Thus, we classified these events as un-

specified complex rearrangements. Last, we found chromothripsis involving three or more chromosomes, which were similar to the

examples in Figure 4 of the initial chromothripsis study (Stephens et al., 2011). We referred these to as multichromosomal chromo-

thripsis. Three FORs (in LU-89, LU-FF58, and LU-SC126) from multichromosomal chromothripsis were commonly comprised of

balanced and unbalanced breakpoints in different copy number states. These cases were explained by stepwise model of chromo-

plexy followed by secondary chromothripsis.

We also applied similar classification principle on collateral rearrangement (CR) clusters. Large CRs involving 10 or more rear-

rangement events were included in this analysis. Here we also considered copy number features of CRs, in conjunction with their

number of involved chromosomes and the fraction of balanced breakpoints. We found that the variability of copy numbers in a

CR cluster was helpful in distinguishing highly amplified rearrangement clusters (typically showing a large standard deviation of ab-

solute copy numbers of breakpoints) from copy number loss-dominant clusters such as chromothripsis (typically oscillating between

2�3 copy number levels with small gaps). Therefore, focally amplified CRs were defined as CRs with highly variable absolute copy

numbers at their breakpoints (standard deviationR 1.7). Related computational scripts and step-by-step instructions are available in

Data S1.

We plotted these events into the two-dimensional plane with fraction of balanced breakpoints on the x axis and number of chro-

mosomes involved on the y axis and confirmed their grouped distribution on the plane (Figure 4A). Four groupswere divided based on

whether they involved two or more chromosomes, and whether the fraction of balanced breakpoints was less than 0.4, the cut-off

value that offered the best separation of samples into two groups in histogram. Same criteria and cut-offs were applied to the analysis

including the collateral rearrangements.

Estimation of Purity, Ploidy, and Allele-Specific Copy Numbers
We used Sequenza (Favero et al., 2015) and Battenberg (Nik-Zainal et al., 2012) algorithms to estimate tumor purity, ploidy, and

segmented copy numbers. Purity and ploidy estimates from two different algorithmswere largely consistent, but discordant solutions

were made for several cases. In such cases we chose the solution with more reasonable copy number profile; for example, we

avoided solutions in which extensive genomic regions were assigned as copy number = 0, or solutions assigning unreasonably

large fractions of subclonal point mutations and rearrangements. In these cases, we re-ran the Sequenza algorithm with the refined

purity and ploidy values as input parameters. We processed the output files of Sequenza to smoothen the copy number profile

for further analysis. Absolute copy numbers were manually calculated for 100 Kbp-sized bins for whole genome using the read

depth of tumor and paired normal samples, the purity and the ploidy estimates. To determine the WGD status, we used the ploidy

estimates and the fraction of genomes showing loss of heterozygosity, as described in a recent large-scale analysis (Gerstung et al.,

2017). For TCGAwhole-genomes, we were guided by the purity, ploidy estimates and the allele-specific copy number profiles gener-

ated by cutting-edge bioinformatics algorithms by ICGC-PCAWG (Pan-Cancer Analysis of Whole-Genomes) consortium (Campbell

et al., 2017). In the most of the cases, the ploidy and purity estimates by Sequenza were in good agreement with the results by

PCAWG. However, when we saw discrepant values between the two solutions, we followed PCAWG estimates for our downstream

analysis.

Assessment for Copy Numbers and Clonal Status of Somatic Variants
We estimated mutation copy number ðnmutÞ by previously described formula below (Nik-Zainal et al., 2012).

nmut = fs
1

r

�
rnt

locus + nn
locus ð1� rÞ�
In this formula, f indicates variant allele fraction, r indicates tumor
s cellularity. ntlocus and nnlocus are absolute copy numbers in tumor and

normal cells, respectively, which were derived from following formula.

nlocus = 2 3
RDlocus

RDauto
in which RDlocus indicates read depth of the locus of interest, an
d RDauto indicates average haploid autosomal coverage that was

obtained from paired normal WGS. Number of chromosomal copies of the mutation ðnchrÞ were inferred from nmut, by selecting pos-

itive integer value that were closest to nmut. Cancer cell fraction (CCF), which indicated fraction of cancer cells harboring a mutation,

was calculated as below (Nik-Zainal et al., 2012).

CCF =
nmut

nchr
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Determination of Pre- and Post-amplification Events
To assess whether a specific somatic point mutation or a rearrangement was acquired before chromosomal copy gains, we

compared mutation copy number ðnmutÞ with the allele-specific copy number of the chromosomal segment. A mutation was classi-

fied as pre-amplification event, when nmut was larger than m, the positive integer value larger than the major copy number of tumor

ðntmajÞ3 0.75. If nmut was smaller than the above value but larger than 0.75, the mutation was assigned as post-amplification or minor

allele mutations. Subclonal events (which are present in a fraction of cancer cells) were defined when the absolute value of nmut was

smaller than 0.75 copy. The probabilities of pre-amplification ðBpreÞ, post-amplification or minor allele ðBpost=minÞ, and subclonal

ðBsubÞ mutation were calculated using total read depth ðDPÞ and variant read count ðVCÞ of the mutation, ntlocus, and r, as assessed

by binomial probability as follows.

Bpre =
Xntmaj

i =m

�
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VC

�
ri

rnt
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locus ð1� rÞ
VC�

1� ri
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locus ð1� rÞ
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The above values were converted into final probabilities of pre-am
plification ðPpreÞ, post-amplification or minor-allele ðPpost=minÞ, and
subclonal mutations ðPsubÞ as below.

Ppre =
Bpre�

Bpre +Bpost=min +Bsub

�

Ppost=min =
Bpost=min�

Bpre +Bpost=min +Bsub

�

Psub =
Bsub�

Bpre +Bpost=min +Bsub

�

To determine whether the FORs occurred before or after the copy
 number amplification, we followed the sequence as follows. Of the

39 FORs, 23 were overlapped with copy number amplifications. For these 23 FORs, we determined the temporal relationship be-

tween the rearrangement and the copy number amplification. For ten FORs, the amount of DNA copy number changes at the rear-

rangement junctions were 2 or higher, suggesting that the rearrangements preceded the amplifications (copy number changes in

non-amplified rearrangement junctions should be 1 or 0). In other seven cases, the FORswere co-amplifiedwith focal DNA amplicons

involving multiple chromosomes, also indicating pre-amplification events. For the remaining six cases, the temporal relationship was

determined using variant allele fractions of breakpoints, in the same manner for base substitutions as mentioned above. We deter-

mined the FORs as pre-amplification events when the median nmut of the rearrangements cluster was more than ntmaj 3 0.65 (Fig-

ure S5B). Based on this criterion, four out of the six FORs were pre-amplification events. The remaining two cases (in LU-78 and

LU-SC81) were confirmed as post-amplification events by phasing with heterozygous SNPs. In LU-78, we found that the FOR fol-

lowed a very early WGD event (Figure S5C). None of these FORs were subclonal event.

Timing of Amplification
In order to estimate the timing of amplification events, we analyzed the expected number of pre-amplification substitutions ðEpreÞ by
summation of the Ppre values of all substitutions in amplified segments larger than 10 Mbp. In cases of rearrangement clusters

involving multiple arm-level amplifications, we used the minimum Epre among them. The 95% confidence interval was obtained

from z-scores using the sum of Ppre3ð1� PpreÞ as variance. If a substantial amount of APOBEC-mediated localized hypermutations

was found in an amplicon (proportion of S2 + S13 > 20% among pre-amplification mutations), we corrected their fraction when we

calculated Epre. The density of pre-amplification mutations in the amplicon (Epre=ðlength of ampliconÞ) was converted to a genome-

wide density, and then translated into physical timescale with an assumption of constant mutation rate (45 substitutions/year;

described in the next section).

We found that the pre-amplification mutations of S4-high LADCs were largely from smoking-induced mutagenesis, showing a

profound contribution of S4 (Figure S5D). Due to the lack of clock-like property of S4, we excluded S4-high LADCs from the formal
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analysis of timing estimation. In contrast, the pre-amplification mutations of themost S4-low LADCs were largely explained by clock-

like signatures 1 and 5 (Figure S5D), suitable for our timing analysis. Among the S4-low LADCs, we excluded hypermutated tumors

with strong contribution of APOBEC-associated mutational signatures (total S2 and S13 mutation counts > 10,000), because we

found that many pre-amplification mutations in these tumors were also APOBEC-associated.

Inferring Clock-like Mutation Rate of Origin Cells
Previous studies demonstrated a gradual and linear accumulation of mutations in somatic cells, including cancer cells. In a study of

mutational signatures in multiple cancer types (Alexandrov et al., 2015), two signatures (COSMIC signatures 1 and 5) were linearly

and positively correlated with age of diagnosis in the most tumor types, demonstrating their molecular clock-like properties. Like-

wise, another study using organoid models of normal human intestine and liver showed the number of mutations in adult stem cells

were also linearly correlated with ages of donors, and the spectra of those mutations were largely explained by the clock-like signa-

tures 1 and 5 (Blokzijl et al., 2016). These studies indicate that amajority of these clock-like somatic base substitutions in cancer cells

are accumulated before the malignant transformation with more-or-less constant rate with aging (Alexandrov et al., 2015), and there-

fore the physical age of a specific somatic cell from the fertilized egg can be estimated by the number of somatic substitutions (Strat-

ton et al., 2009). Based on this, a recent study estimated the timing of tumor-initiating unbalanced translocation in renal cell carci-

noma with an assumption of constant mutation rate (Mitchell et al., 2018). A similar approach was also made in a large-scale

analysis of multiple cancer types (Gerstung et al., 2017).

To implement this approach to our LADC dataset, we first aimed to infer the clock-like somatic mutation rate in the origin cells of

LADCs. To this end, we used genome-wide base substitutions identified from cancer samples that were not affected by hypermu-

tation processes such as APOBEC-associated mutagenesis and exogenous mutagens (e.g., smoking). This serves as a reasonable

surrogate for the mutation rate of origin cells, as previously demonstrated (Mitchell et al., 2018). These LADCs were selected using

multiple criteria as follows: smoking-unrelated, stable ploidy (< 2.5), adequate purity (R0.33), low fraction of APOBEC-associated

mutations (COSMIC signatures 2 and 13 < 20%), and absence of dominant subclones. As a result, this analysis came up with 15

LADCs with stable genomes, and their numbers of somatic base substitutions and ages of diagnosis showed a linear correlation

(r = 0.52, p = 0.0484), as expected.

Number of substitution = 44:443 age+ 458:10
This rate broadly agreed with the mutation rates of normal tissue s
tem cells, which were reported from recent studies using organoid

models (�40 mutations/year) (Blokzijl et al., 2016). Therefore, we assumed that somatic base substitutions had accumulated at an

approximate rate of �45/year in the average origin cells of our LADCs, and applied this rate to estimate the timings of copy number

amplifications.

Validation of Enrichment of SETD2 Mutations in LADCs with Fusion Oncogenes
To directly validate the enrichment of SETD2 mutations and the depletion of TP53 mutations in LADCs with fusion oncogenes, we

studied the presence of these mutations in an independent cohort of LADCs from Seoul National University Hospital (exome

sequencing, n = 13; targeted sequencing, n = 58). We also re-analyzed 43 published exome sequencing datasets (Wu et al.,

2015) to calculate the frequency of SETD2 and TP53 mutations.

We also searched the literature to find out the datasets or study results that could be used to analyze the enrichment or depletion of

SETD2 and TP53 mutations between the three LADC subgroups defined by driver mutation status (fusion oncogene-driven, point

mutations in canonical oncogene-driven, and driver unidentified groups). Three additional studies using exome or targeted

sequencing (Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2014; Saito et al., 2015; Zehir et al., 2017) along with ourWGS-based analysis

were used for this meta-analysis. Comparisons were made between three LADC groups. Odds ratios were calculated from the

Fisher’s exact test (two-sided p values were used).

Exploration of Immune Microenvironment in RNA-Seq Datasets
To investigate the immune microenvironment of our LADCs, we analyzed RNA-seq datasets from 79 LADCs in our merged cohort.

Readswere aligned by STAR algorithm (https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR) with two-pass protocol. We usedRSEM (https://github.

com/deweylab/RSEM) in quantification of gene expression. Based on this result, we ran CIBERSORT (https://cibersort.stanford.edu)

with transcript permillion (TPM) values, and calculated the relative fraction of tumor-infiltrating immune cells. The fractions of different

immune cell types were compared between the LADC subgroups.

We also predicted burden of tumor neoantigen by integrating the RNA-seq and the WGS datasets. We used OptiType algorithm

(https://github.com/FRED-2/OptiType) with RNA-seq reads to obtain HLA class I type of each sample. Using our in-house script

(available in https://github.com/ju-lab/LungCancer_SV_timing_analyses), we listed up all possible nonamers from the somatic muta-

tional profile of 79 LADCs. For frameshift indels, we extracted nonamers based on the altered downstream protein sequence. Using

the nonamer list and the HLA class I type information, we predicted tumor neoantigens using netMHCpan 4.0 (http://www.cbs.dtu.

dk/services/NetMHCpan/).
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DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Newly generated sequencing datasets, including WGS (BAM files) and RNA-seq (FASTQ files), have been deposited in European

Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA). The accession number for the sequence reported in this paper is EGA: EGAS00001002801.

Computational scripts and related step-by-step instructions are available in Data S1 and in our public repository (https://github.

com/ju-lab/LungCancer_SV_timing_analyses).

Variant calls including base substitutions, indels, and genomic rearrangements, mutational signatures, RNA-based gene expres-

sion profiles, pathology findings, and their key images are available to the public at our project website (http://genome.kaist.ac.kr).
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Supplemental Figures
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Surgically resected LADCs in thoracic malignancy tissue repository
(n = 947, out of a total of 1,258 lung cancers)

Cancer panel-based genotyping
MG-LCDx probe: hotspots of 17 cancer genes
     + 7 fusion oncogenes
FIRST-cancer probe: 316 cancer-related genes 
     + 30 fusion oncogenes
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• Total 24 LADC cases were analyzed.

Beijing Genomics Institute Dataset (Wu, 2015)
• Accessed 24 WGS tumor-normal pairs.
• Total 24 LADC cases were analyzed.
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Figure S1. Study Design and Genomic Features of 138 LADCs, Related to Figure 1

(A) Collection process of newly sequenced LADCs (upper panel), and re-analyzed WGS datasets from previous publications (lower panel).

(B) Correlation between reported smoking history and exposure to mutational signature 4 (S4). Stacked histogram showing the distribution of the contribution of

S4 to the mutational spectra and the clinical history of smoking (left panel). Scatterplot of the pack-year values from the patients’ smoking history relative to the

contribution of S4 mutations (middle panel). A weak but statistically significant correlation between the absolute count of S4 mutations and the pack-year values

(right panel; r = 0.33, p = 0.0002).

(legend continued on next page)



(C) Similar burden of genomic alterations between ever-smokers (n = 24) and never-smokers (n = 56) within the S4-low LADCs. Statistical comparisons are based

on Student’s t test (two-sided).

(D) Multiple correlation plot for mutational signatures and classes of genomic rearrangements. Diagonal cells show histograms for indicated variables. Off di-

agonal-cells in the lower left side show the correlation between two variables in scatter plots. Each dot indicates a data point from each tumor. Cells in the upper

right side indicate Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r), and the number of asterisks indicate statistical significance (***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05). In this plot,

numbers of both simple deletions (r = 0.42) and duplications (r = 0.27) are positively correlated with S4mutation counts. The correlation between simple deletions

and S4 counts remains significant after exclusion of LADCswith no S4mutations and no deletions (r = 0.43, p < 0.0001). However, the correlation between simple

duplications and S4 counts was not significant after removing samples with no S4 mutations and no duplications (r = 0.18, p = 0.0901). SV, structural variation;

DEL, deletion; DUP, duplication; INV, inversion; TRA, interchromosomal translocation.

(E) Burden of genomic rearrangements in subgroups of LADCs. Comparisons are made with a Student’s t test (two-sided).

(F) Similar burden of genomic alterations among the patients of East Asian (ASN) and European (EUR) ancestry within the three LADC subgroups. The LADCs of

purity less than 0.3 were excluded in this analysis. The p values (t test, two-sided) are shown at the top of boxplots. ns, not significant.



(legend on next page)



Figure S2. Genomic Features of Rearrangement Breakpoints Generating Fusion Oncogenes, Related to Figure 2

(A) Transcript abundance (transcripts permillion; TPM) of oncogenes involved in driver fusions fromRNA-seq analysis. S4-low LADCs driven by fusion oncogenes

with available RNA-seq data (n = 26) are included in this analysis. Gray bar represents the median value of all available cases (n = 79). In-frame expression of the

fusion oncogene transcript was confirmed in all cases.

(B) Detailed structure of simple genomic rearrangements generating fusion oncogenes. A reciprocal translocation in LU-F29 (left panel), and a reciprocal inversion

in LU-FF37 (right panel). Both cases are shown because they have typical features of rearrangement breakpoints indicating synthesis-dependent end-joining

(SDEJ). One side of the rearrangement (left) shows microdeletions at breakpoints, which can be attributed to the strand trimming process after the DNA double

strand breaks. Another side (right) shows a duplicated sequence (59- and 138-bp long), which is present in both sides of the reciprocal rearrangements. This

duplicated sequence is not explained by microhomology, and is consistent with the SDEJ model (Helleday et al., 2014).

(C) Circos plot and mechanistic illustration of a chromoplexy event generating a CD74�ROS1 fusion in LUAD-S01345 (upper panel). Reconstructed complex

junctional sequence connecting intron 6 of CD74 (right) and intron 33 of ROS1 (left), making an in-frame fusion (lower panel).



Figure S3. Reconstruction of Initial Complex Genomic Rearrangement in Multichromosomal Chromothripsis, Related to Figure 3

(A) Complex FORs of two cases (LU-FF58 and LU-SC126) are likely explained by initial chromoplexy, followed by secondary chromothripsis. In LU-FF58 (upper

panel), the allele-specific copy number profile indicates the co-occurrence of the FOR (green in circos plot) and an adjacent chromothripsis event (red). The initial

event would be a chromoplexy involving three chromosomes (5, 6, and 18) generating a dicentric chromosome. TheCD74�ROS1 fusion oncogene is not affected

by a secondary rearrangement burst because it is located in a monocentric chromosome 6. A long segment of the dicentric chromosome (from the centromere of

chromosome 5 to �160 Mbp region of chromosome 6) is likely lost during the chromoplexy-induced chromothripsis (two rearrangement junctions of the initial

(legend continued on next page)



chromoplexy event would also be lost from this event). This could explain the observed copy number pattern in chromosomes 6 and 18. In LU-SC126 (lower

panel), the initial chromoplexy involved seven chromosomes (green). This chain is fully reconstructed and generates an acentric segment (which agrees with the

copy number losses of the chromosomes 2 and 11), and a dicentric chromosome involving chromosomes 10 and 17. However, this putative dicentric chro-

mosome could not explain the observed copy number patterns (the secondary chromothripsis is observed between chromosomes 6, 1, and 17, rather than 10

and 17). This suggests that the initial chromoplexy event may involve more than one closed chain of rearrangements, which could further exchange the genomic

segments of the putative dicentric chromosome, with those of chromosomes 1 and 6. In the observed secondary chromothripsis event (red), we found several

balanced chain-like rearrangements, which might be parts of an initial, large chromoplexy event.

(B) Complex FORs involving small numbers of rearrangements (<5). The FOR in TCGA-67-6215 is a balanced chromothripsis-like event involving three DNA

double strand breaks (upper panel). A similar example was reported in uterine myomas (Mehine et al., 2013). In LU-51, two genomic segments are lost during the

repair process (lower panel).
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Figure S4. Genomic Features of Complex Rearrangements, Related to Figure 4

Genomic characteristics of complex rearrangement clusters involving five or more rearrangement events are shown in heatmaps (STAR Methods).
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Figure S5. Timing Analysis in LADCs, Related to Figure 5

(A) Graphical summary of mutational timing analysis. We counted the amplified base substitutions to the maximal copy number of the chromosomal segments

(i.e., the four positions of stacked gray triangles) to infer the time point of copy number amplification.

(legend continued on next page)



(B) Because of limited accuracy in counting reads at the rearrangement breakpoints, variant allele fractions of rearrangements, and their related parameters (e.g.,

mutation copy number) were unstable, even for FORs that were confirmed as pre-amplification events based on their copy number profile (upper panel, left

graph). Therefore, when we determined the timing of balanced FORs (n = 6, upper panel, right graph), we used a ratio between mutation copy number and major

copy number of 0.65. This cut-off accurately detected 13 of 15 pre-amplification FORs in our dataset (sensitivity = 87%; upper panel, left graph), and also

separated well the FORs from the CRs in their density distributions (lower panel). In two LADCs (LU-57 and LU-FF55; not shown here), we confirmed that their

FORs were in minor alleles.

(C) A post-amplification FOR generating an EML4�ALK fusion in LU-78. In this case, the FOR was preceded by a very early WGD. Structure of the FOR (upper

panel), and the distribution of mutation copy number of base substitutions and rearrangement breakpoints (middle panel). Since we confirmed that the FOR was

linkedwith themajor allele of heterozygous SNP (rs6722025), we conclude that the FOR is present only in 1 copy out of the 2major alleles. This could be explained

by a serial model of WGD followed by ALK fusion (lower panel, scenario 1). However, we cannot exclude the scenario of fusion oncogene generation after

S phase, and a subsequent failure of mitosis (lower panel, scenario 2).

(D) Contribution of mutational signatures to the pre-amplification mutations of key oncogene loci (oncogene mutations or fusions) in informative tumors from

S4-high (n = 16) and -low (n = 29) groups (STAR Methods).

(E) Composition of mutational signatures in pre-amplification and post-amplification mutations across samples (STAR Methods). Comparisons of the local

mutational spectra of the key oncogene loci (left panel), and global mutational spectra from all amplified chromosomes (right panel) are separately shown. For the

local spectra analysis (left), we selected LADCs with at least 50 pre-amplification mutations (to maximize the number of analyzable samples), and decomposed

themutational spectra using the COSMIC catalog. In S4-high LADCs, the contribution of S4 was significantly greater in pre-amplificationmutations, compared to

post-amplificationmutations (0.77 versus 0.60, p = 0.0052). The contribution of S5 showed the opposite trend. It was greater in post-amplificationmutations (0.11

versus 0.23, p = 0.0045). In S4-low LADCs, S5was higher in pre-amplificationmutations compared to post-amplificationmutations (0.73 versus 0.60, p = 0.0222).

For the global spectra analysis (right), we selected all chromosomes harboring at least 100 pre- and 100 post-amplification mutations, and analyzed their

mutational spectra from 786 chromosomes in S4-high LADCs (n = 54), and from 165 chromosomes in S4-low LADCs (n = 35), in the same manner using the

COSMIC catalog. In S4-high LADCs, S4 was the only signature higher in the pre-amplification mutations (median ratio of pre-/post-amplification mutations =

0.833), whereas in S4-low LADCs, S5 was the only signature more active in pre-amplification mutations (median ratio = 0.8363), compared to post-amplification

mutations.

(F) Complex genomic rearrangement generating a KIF5B�RET fusion in LU-4 (upper), the copy numbers of residing base substitutions (dots) and the allele-

specific copy number profile (solid lines; lower). The pre-amplified substitutions are shown as purple dots and the post-amplification substitutions as gray dots.

CN, copy number.
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Figure S6. Timing and Structure of Collateral Complex Rearrangements, Related to Figure 6 and STAR Methods

(A) Two plots compare the timing of CRs and FORs. In the left panel, the timing of individual complex rearrangement clusters is analyzed. In the right panel, the

timing of CRs and FORs is shown in box plots.

(B) LADCs harboring multiple classical chromothripsis events.

(C) In BGI-WG06 tumor, we observed two independent events of balanced complex rearrangements.

(D) A kataegis event in the vicinity of the rearrangement breakpoint in extrachromosomal amplificon (in LU-4 tumor). Variant allele fraction shows the amplification

of kataegis substitutions, indicating their early generation during the extrachromosomal amplification.

(E) Different features of complex genomic rearrangements (involvingR 10 rearrangements) by LADC subgroups. Size of the dots indicate the number of involved

chromosomes, and the color of the dots represent their classes (STAR Methods). S4-high LADCs tend to have more focal amplification events (nearly one

amplification event per tumor) compared to the other groups combined (0.98 versus 0.57, p = 0.0225). S4-low LADCs with oncogene mutations frequently have

large focal amplicons (likely extrachromosomal; left upper side of the plot), whereas the S4-low LADCs with fusion oncogenes tend to have small-sized events (in

terms of both number of rearrangements and chromosomes).



(legend on next page)



Figure S7. Recurrent Genetic Alterations in LADCs, Related to Figure 7

(A) Recurrent BCAR4�ERBB3 fusions in two LADCs. In TCGA-05-5429, the FOR was generated from alternative end-joining, involving a templated insertion at

the breakpoints from nearby sequences (left panel). In BGI-WG18, the FOR was generated from chromoplexy (right panel).

(B) Timing of chromosomal amplification in LADCs with WGD (n = 38). Some tumors show simultaneous amplifications of a majority of chromosomes (wide violin

shapes), while other tumors indicate serial amplifications of chromosomes (narrow, but long violin shapes).

(C) Three LADCs harboring a KIF5B�RET fusion show common deletion of the PTEN tumor suppressor gene, indicating its relevance in this context.

(D) Composition of immune infiltrates by LADC subgroups (STAR Methods). The fractions of immune cell types are compared among the subgroups and the

significant p values are indicated at the top of brackets (by Student’s t test).; ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05

(E) Number of predicted neoantigens from the mutational profile of LADCs by subgroups (STAR Methods). Data is shown for the predicted high-affinity and low-

affinity neoantigens.
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